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 � GENERAL ORTHOPAEDICS

Examination of early treatment effects 
and related biases during the conduct 
of two UK- wide pragmatic orthopaedic 
surgical trials: ProFHER and UK FROST

Aims
Early large treatment effects can arise in small studies, which lessen as more data accumu-
late. This study aimed to retrospectively examine whether early treatment effects occurred 
for two multicentre orthopaedic randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and explore biases re-
lated to this.

Methods
Included RCTs were ProFHER (PROximal Fracture of the Humerus: Evaluation by Randomi-
sation), a two- arm study of surgery versus non- surgical treatment for proximal humerus 
fractures, and UK FROST (United Kingdom Frozen Shoulder Trial), a three- arm study of two 
surgical and one non- surgical treatment for frozen shoulder. To determine whether early 
treatment effects were present, the primary outcome of Oxford Shoulder Score (OSS) was 
compared on forest plots for: the chief investigator’s (CI) site to the remaining sites, the 
first five sites opened to the other sites, and patients grouped in quintiles by randomization 
date. Potential for bias was assessed by comparing mean age and proportion of patients with 
indicators of poor outcome between included and excluded/non- consenting participants.

Results
No bias in treatment effect was observed overall for the CI site, or the first five sites, compared 
with the remaining sites in either trial. An early treatment effect on the OSS was observed 
for the first quintile of participants recruited to ProFHER only (clinically relevant difference 
of seven points). Selection bias for age was observed in the ProFHER trial only, with slightly 
younger patients being recruited into the study. Both trials showed some selection bias for 
markers of poor prognosis, although these did not appear to change over time.

Conclusion
No bias in treatment effects overall were found at the CI or early sites set- up. An early treat-
ment effect was found in one of the two trials, which was likely a chance effect as this did 
not continue during the study. Selection bias was observed in both RCTs, however this was 
minimal and did not impact on outcome.
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Introduction
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are the 
gold standard for evaluating the effectiveness 
of an intervention.1 Their validity depends on 
a number of factors including an adequate 
sample size to achieve an appropriate level 
of statistical power and an appropriate 
methodology to minimize bias.1 Sample size 

is important because there is evidence that 
small studies can find large treatment effects, 
but when additional trials are performed 
and combined in a meta- analysis, the effect 
sizes usually become smaller.2 This may be 
because of spurious findings in small studies 
so that there is regression to the mean as 
more studies are conducted.3 Alternatively, 
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these effects could be due to bias at the few participating 
sites, such as: preference of clinicians for one treatment 
over the other; bias in the selection of which patients to 
recruit; awareness of treatment allocation by the patient 
or clinician; or the rate of participant withdrawal.4,5 
Single- centre studies, or the site at which the Chief 
Investigator (CI) is based in a multicentre study, may be 
at increased risk of bias as for various reasons. They are 
usually more engaged, as shown by the higher recruit-
ment rate compared to the other sites.6

Surgical trials can be particularly at risk of bias, due to 
difficulties with surgeon equipoise.7- 9 Surgeons may have 
a preference for what they believe is the superior treat-
ment, or they may feel conflicted over the safety/eligi-
bility of individuals.7,8,10 For example, in trials involving 
fractures, surgeons have been reported to be less willing 
to randomize patients with more complex fractures.7 
Additionally, some surgeons may feel uncomfortable 
describing to patients that the best treatment is not 
known,8 as this conflicts with having confidence in the 
right option for each patient in routine clinical practice.9 
Consequently, this can introduce selection bias as to who 
is enrolled into the study,9 and performance bias because 
of one group getting more attention than another.11 
Pragmatic surgical trials are particularly susceptible to 
these biases as blinding is often impractical.12

Risk of bias is routinely assessed in RCTs using stan-
dardized tools such as the Cochrane Risk of Bias assess-
ment tool (RoB2) during systematic review.13 This type of 
assessment is done after the trial results are reported and 
is based on the overall conduct of the study. We consid-
ered it could be useful to examine whether there was any 
evidence of unconscious bias during the conduct of a 
trial using data that would not routinely be included in a 
trial report; to our knowledge, this has not been consid-
ered before. This could be useful for trial teams to detect 
whether there are early treatment effects due to bias that 
could affect the overall treatment effect at the end of the 
study. This could have implications for decisions about 
stopping a study as trial data accumulate, which will 
affect the future evidence base to guide policy and prac-
tice in that clinical setting.14

We hypothesized that if the adequately powered prag-
matic orthopaedic surgical trials ProFHER (PROximal Frac-
ture of the Humerus: Evaluation by Randomisation)15 and 
UK FROST ((United Kingdom Frozen Shoulder Trial)16 had 
been conducted as small single site studies with fewer 
patients, there may have been an exaggerated treatment 
effect, as opposed to the actual results of no difference in 
outcome between treatments. Furthermore, if an exag-
gerated treatment effect was present, we hypothesized 
that this could either be due to spurious findings that 
are diminished by regression to the mean as more sites/
patients get involved, or due to bias at the start of the 
trial. This was explored in the context of the early sites 

set- up compared with the remaining sites, namely the 
CI’s site which is the lead site to host the research, and the 
first five sites to open, which represent the early adopters 
of the trial. This would also allow for an exploration of a 
biased treatment effect in smaller samples. The presence 
of early bias in treatment effect as patients were recruited 
into the trial was also explored.

Methods
Summary of UK FROST and ProFHER. UK FROST was a 
three- arm RCT which randomized adult participants with 
a frozen shoulder to manipulation under anaesthesia, 
arthroscopic capsular release, or early structured physi-
otherapy in a 2:2:1 ratio.16 ProFHER was a two- arm RCT 
which randomized adult participants with displaced 
fractures of the proximal humerus to surgery or sling im-
mobilization in a 1:1 ratio.15 These two RCTs had a large 
number of participating sites and included interventions 
that compared different types of surgery, or surgery 
with non- surgical treatment. UK FROST recruited from 
35 NHS hospitals between April 2015 and December 
2018 (45 months), and ProFHER recruited from 33 NHS 
hospitals between September 2008 and April 2011 
(32 months).
Statistical analysis. To determine if there was an exagger-
ated treatment effect at the CI’s site, the outcome data 
for participants recruited at this site for each trial were 
averaged, as were the data for participants from the re-
maining sites. For both trials, the primary outcome was 
the Oxford Shoulder Score (OSS),17 a shoulder- specific 
patient- reported outcome measure (total scores of 0 
(worst outcome) to 48 (best outcome)), and therefore 
was the outcome used for analysis in this study at the 
one- year follow- up. The target difference between treat-
ment groups for the two trials was set at a threshold of 
five or four points when testing for differences between 
surgery and non- surgical options or between surgical op-
tions, respectively. Data were analyzed by forest plot. To 
test for the presence of an early bias in treatment effect 
over time, the mean outcome for the quintiles of rand-
omized patients was calculated and analyzed by forest 
plot. For both, a fixed effects model was used and the I2 
value to determine heterogeneity. As UK FROST had three 
arms, separate analyses were carried out to compare all 
treatments. Review Manager (RevMan) 5 was used to un-
dertake these analyses. This was repeated for the first five 
sites open compared with the remaining sites.

To examine the presence of selection bias, we 
explored whether there were differences in age or predic-
tors of poor outcome between the patients who were 
randomized and those who either did not consent or 
were ineligible to take part. For age, the mean and stan-
dard deviation (SD) were calculated for the trial partici-
pants and for patients who were ineligible, eligible but 
did not consent, and the latter groups combined. For 
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the ProFHER trial, the predictor of poor outcome was 
whether either tuberosity (a rounded prominence) of 
the humeral bone was involved in the fracture;15 for UK 
FROST it was diabetic status.16 The percentage of individ-
uals who had tuberosity involved or were diabetic, for the 
respective trials, was calculated for the following groups: 
trial participants, ineligible patients, eligible but non- 
consenting patients, and the latter groups combined. To 
assess whether these changed over time, the participants 
were ordered by randomization date and split into quin-
tiles (i.e. five equal groups). Each group was analyzed as 
above. The non- consenting and ineligible patients were 
combined and ordered by date of eligibility so that the 
quintiles matched the same time periods as the recruited 
group.

Results
For the ProFHER trial, the OSS did not differ significantly 
between treatment groups for participants recruited by 
the CI’s site or for the remaining sites (Figure 1, Table I). 
There was no difference in OSS between treatment 
groups for the analyses of the first five sites or at the 
remaining sites (Supplementary Figure a). Neither were 
there significant differences in treatment outcomes 
when comparing the CI site, or first five sites, with the 
remaining sites.

In UK FROST, participants from the CI sites showed 
no significant difference in OSS between any of the 

three treatments compared to participants from the 
other sites (Figure 2, Table  I). The same applies to the 
analyses of the first five sites opened to recruitment 
compared to the remaining sites (Supplementary Figure 
b). When comparing treatment differences between 
the CI site, or the first five sites, with the remaining 
sites there was a four- and three- point favourability 
of early structured physiotherapy (ESP) compared 
with arthroscopic capsular release (ACR) at the CI site, 
respectively. Data, however, were only available for a 
small number of participants at this site who received 
ESP (three participants). No differences in the OSS in 
any of the comparisons exceeded the targets set for 
being clinically important.

The mean OSS in the quintiles of participants recruited 
to ProFHER grouped in the order of randomization 
showed that there was heterogeneity beyond chance 
(Figure  3, Table  I). The largest difference was the first 
quintile of participants recruited, who had favourable 
outcome with surgery of seven OSS points (Figure  3). 
The second largest difference was of four OSS points for 
the fourth quintile and favoured no surgery (Figure 3).

In UK FROST, there was no heterogeneity between the 
quintiles of participants when comparing the surgical 
options to each other (Figure 4a). There was, however, 
some heterogeneity when comparing the non- surgical 
arm (ESP) to either of the surgical options (Figures  4b 
and 4c). Over time (from the first to fifth quintile) there 

Fig. 1

Forest plot of mean Oxford Shoulder Score, comparing the chief investigator’s site to the remaining sites of the ProFHER trial. CI, confidence interval; IV, 
inverse variance; SD, standard deviation.

Table I. Summary of heterogeneity in outcome comparisons.

Study name Comparison by forest plot Heterogeneity (I2 value)

ProFHER Patients from CI site vs the remaining sites 0%

Patients from first five sites vs the remaining sites 0%

Quintiles of patients recruited 38%

UK FROST Patients from CI site vs the remaining sites – ACR vs MUA 0%

Patients from CI site vs the remaining sites – ESP vs ACR 50%

Patients from CI site vs the remaining sites - ESP vs MUA 0%

Patients from first five sites vs the remaining sites – ACR vs MUA 44%

Patients from first five sites vs the remaining sites – ESP vs ACR 0%

Patients from first five sites vs the remaining sites - ESP vs MUA 0%

Quintiles of patients recruited – ACR vs MUA 0%

Quintiles of patients recruited – ESP vs ACR 22%

Quintiles of patients recruited – ESP vs MUA 24%

ACR, arthroscopic capsular release; CI, chief investigator; ESP, early structured physiotherapy; MUA, manipulation under anaesthesia.
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was a slight trend observed from favouring of non- 
surgical treatment (ESP) to surgical treatment (either 
MUA or ACR; Figures 4b and 4c).

For UK FROST, ages were similar between patients who 
were and were not randomized, and when categorized as 
non- consenting and ineligible patients, differences were 
still negligible (Table I). For ProFHER, patients who were 
not randomized were slightly older than those who were 
randomized. Patients considered for ProFHER but who 
were not randomized were less likely to have tuberosity 
involved in the fracture (a predictor of poor outcome)15 
than those who were randomized, especially for patients 

not randomized due to ineligibility (Table  II). For UK 
FROST, patients who were not randomized, either due to 
ineligibility or because they did not consent, were more 
likely to be diabetic (a predictor of poor outcome)16 than 
patients who were randomized (Table  II). For ProFHER, 
55% (313/563) of eligible patients declined to consent, 
whereas for UK FROST this was 37% (298/801) (Table II).

The mean age of participants (with error bars for SD) 
considered for ProFHER and UK FROST did not change 
over time for the randomized compared with not random-
ized groups, i.e. those patients who were ineligible or 
did not consent (Figures  5a and 5b). The percentage 

Fig. 2

Forest plot of mean Oxford Shoulder Score, comparing the chief investigator’s site to the remaining sites of the UK FROST trial. ACR, arthroscopic capsular 
release; CI, confidence interval; ESP, early structured physiotherapy; IV, inverse variance; MUA, manipulation under anaesthesia; SD, standard deviation.

Fig. 3

Forest plot of mean Oxford Shoulder Score, comparing quintiles of participants in order of recruitment to the ProFHER trial. CI, confidence interval; IV, inverse 
variance; SD, standard deviation.
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of patients with tuberosity involvement considered for 
ProFHER varied between quintiles of patients ordered by 
date randomized, but there was no trend observed over 
time. (Figure  5a). The same applies for the percentage 
of patients with diabetes who were considered for UK 
FROST (Figure 5).

Discussion
This study explored whether biased treatment effects 
were observed in the CI’s site or first five sites that opened 
to recruitment, namely the early sites set- up (and with 
smaller sample size compared with overall), or in the 
quintiles of patients recruited over time to either the 
ProFHER15 or UK FROST16 trial. No clinically relevant differ-
ences in treatment outcome (the OSS) were found for the 
CI site, or first five sites, compared to the remaining sites 
for either ProFHER or UK FROST. For UK FROST there was 
also no difference in outcome when comparing the first 
quintile of participants randomized to the rest. However, 
an early treatment effect was observed in favour of surgery 
for ProFHER in the first quintile of patients. There was 
more heterogeneity in treatment effect over time when 
comparing non- surgical treatment with surgery in both 
trials than when comparing two different types of surgery 
in UK FROST. Overall, patients enrolled to ProFHER were 

slightly younger. In both trials, patients with a key marker 
for a poorer prognosis were more likely to be recruited. 
The difference in age and prognostic markers between 
the two groups did not change over time.

Regression to the mean may explain why trials with 
only a small number of participants are more likely to 
show large treatment effect size.2,18 When larger trials are 
included in meta- analyses of trials evaluating the same 
intervention, the overall effect size lessens compared 
with that of the smaller trials.2 Furthermore, it has been 
observed that for 43% of trials with a large effect size, 
subsequent trials with larger sample sizes either found 
no statistically significant benefit or had smaller effect 
sizes.18 These effects could be due to the small sample 
size causing imprecise or chance results so that regression 
to the mean is observed in subsequent trials.2 This could 
explain the clinically significant treatment effect early on 
in the ProFHER trial in favour of surgery, as differences in 
either age or tuberosity involvement did not appear to 
change over time in those who were or were not random-
ized. Overall, however, there was greater heterogeneity 
when comparing surgical to non- surgical approaches 
than when comparing different types of surgery in this 
study. This could be explained by smaller sample sizes in 
the quintiles when comparing surgery with non- surgical 

Fig. 4

Forest plot of mean Oxford Shoulder Score, comparing quintiles of participants in order of recruitment to the UK FROST trial. ACR, arthroscopic capsular 
release; CI, confidence interval; ESP, early structured physiotherapy; IV, inverse variance; MUA, manipulation under anaesthesia; SD, standard deviation.
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approaches, leading to more evidence of sampling error 
than necessarily bias in the treatment effect. The trend for 
UK FROST was a move to favouring both surgical arms 
over time. This could suggest that the ESP may not have 
continued to be implemented to the same extent over 
time due to possible resource constraints.

We hypothesized that sites may inadvertently avoid 
recruiting participants who were older or had indicators 
of poor prognosis, in favour of not leaving the treatment 
decision to chance. Regarding participant age, this only 
appeared to occur for ProFHER, although the age differ-
ence was minimal. This could be because the partici-
pants were generally older than UK FROST participants, 
and therefore more likely to have comorbidities that 
are associated with a higher risk of complications from 
surgery.19,20 However, the opposite was observed for 
indicators of poor prognosis, as participants in each trial 
were marginally more likely to have predictors of poor 
outcome (fractures with tuberosity involved for ProFHER 
and diabetes for UK FROST) than the patients who were 
not randomized. For ProFHER, the increased recruitment 
of patients with more complex fractures (i.e. with tuber-
osity involved) contrasts with the findings of Phelps et al7 
for a surgical trial on fractures of the distal femur. The 
reason given by surgeons in the Phelps et al7 study was 
that surgeons felt one of the arms was not appropriate for 
the more complex fractures. The same could apply here, 
if the ProFHER surgeons felt that the lack of tuberosity 
involved in the proximal humerus fracture made surgery 
an unnecessary risk, as simpler fractures may be consid-
ered easier to treat with non- surgical care. As for UK FROST, 
a possible reason for being more likely to recruit patients 
with diabetes is that they have a more resistant frozen 
shoulder and are therefore more suitable for the trial.21 It 
is reassuring, however, that there was no trend over time 
during trial recruitment for either tuberosity involvement 
or diabetes that suggests an increase or decrease in trust 

of the trial treatments as the trial progressed. Selection 
bias is also not limited to the surgeon, as patients have 
preferences too. This was previously analyzed for the 
ProFHER trial, for which non- consent could be attributed 
to patient preference more frequently than surgeon pref-
erence. More than half of the eligible patients who did 
not consent preferred surgery, whereas 17% were not 
enrolled due to lack of surgeon equipoise.22

This study explored evidence of bias in early treatment 
effects in terms of the early sites set- up and recruitment of 
patients over time during the conduct of two trials after 
they were completed. This could be due to unconscious 
bias, such as a change in surgeon preference as they 
become more experienced with an intervention and the 
protocol requirements of the study. Exploring the poten-
tial for bias is important for confirming the validity of a 
trial’s findings and is usually done at the end of a study 
or systematic review. It could, however, be useful to 
monitor evidence of bias during a trial to give oversight 
committees the opportunity to find ways to reduce it. 
For example, collecting a minimal amount of data from 
screened patients, including age and important prog-
nostic factors, allows checks to be made as to whether 

Table II. Mean age of randomized and non- randomized patients and the 
proportion with predictors of poor outcome.

Trial Mean age, yrs (SD)
Tuberosity involved, 
n (%)

ProFHER

Randomized (n = 250) 65.5 (12.0) 193/250 (77.2)

Not randomized (n = 1,000) 69.3 (15.5) 640/1,000 (64.0)

Non- consenting (n = 313) 67.9 (13.1)* 228/313 (72.8)

Ineligible (n = 687) 69.9 (16.4)† 411/687 (59.8)

UK FROST Mean age, yrs (SD) Diabetic (%)
Randomized (n = 503) 54.3 (7.7) 150/503 (29.8)

Not randomized (n = 411) 53.4 (8.5) 103/411 (25.1)

Non- consenting (n = 298) 53.5 (7.9) 74/298 (24.8)

Ineligible (n = 113) 53.3 (9.9) 29/113 (25.7)

*Data available for 297 patients.
†Data available for 643 patients.
SD, standard deviation.

Fig. 5

Mean age and prevalence of predictors of poor outcome in participants 
considered for the a) ProFHER trial and b) UK FROST trial over time, 
comparing those who were randomized to those who were not.
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patients who are not randomized differ significantly from 
those who are. Comparing outcomes between sites or 
groups of patients as the trial progresses could be more 
difficult, especially if outcome data are collected a long 
time after randomization, as by the time a trend is iden-
tified there is little time to act. It is important to note that 
small sample sizes may also be misleading, and as more 
data are collected the treatment effect could regress to 
the mean, but being vigilant about any emerging trends 
will provide time to offer site training or potentially close 
or open new sites if a clear problem is observed. This 
could be added to the responsibilities of an independent 
Data Monitoring and Ethics Committee.

Overall, this study observed an early treatment effect 
in ProFHER but not in UK FROST, which was likely a chance 
finding rather than a bias at the start of the study. Inter-
estingly, there was more evidence of heterogeneity when 
comparing outcomes between non- surgical treatment 
with surgery than with two surgical procedures. Both 
trials had evidence of selection bias in terms of recruiting 
patients with markers of poor prognosis, but this was 
minimal. Importantly, despite evidence of some marginal 
bias during the conduct of both trials, this had little effect 
on the primary outcome at one year. This study was an 
initial exploration into the possibility of early treatment 
effects and related biases during the conduct of two key 
orthopaedic surgical trials of the shoulder and, reassur-
ingly, there was no evidence for concern. Examining this 
across a wider range of such trials could be useful, to be 
undertaken in the future.

  Take home message
  - Early large and biased treatment effects can arise in small 

studies. This study retrospectively examined whether early 
treatment effects occurred for two multi- centre orthopaedic 

randomized controlled trials and explored related biases.
  - Overall, there was a possible early treatment effect in ProFHER but 

not in UK FROST. Importantly, despite evidence of some marginal bias 
during the conduct of both trials, this had little effect on the primary 
outcome at one year.
  - Exploring early treatment effects with small sample sizes may 

be misleading, but by being vigilant about any emerging trends 
will provide time to offer site training or potentially close or open 
new sites if a clear problem is observed. This could be added to 
the responsibilities of an independent Data Monitoring and Ethics 
Committee.

Twitter
Follow the authors @YorkTrialsUnit

Supplementary material
  Forest plots of mean patient outcome, comparing 

the first five sites opened to the remaining sites for 
the ProFHER and UK FROST trials.
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